
FUMC ESL High Beginning Lesson      Easy Stories Plus Lesson 11: New Bed

Rhyming Words:  Words rhyme when the beginning sound is different, but the end sound is the 
same. For example, STAR and CAR rhyme.  STAR and STAND don't rhyme. Tell if these word 
pairs rhyme.

Notice that the words feet and meat rhyme, even though they are not spelled alike. These words are 
called homophones. Practice pronouncing these homophones. If you don't know the meaning of these 
words, ask the teacher.

Read the story on page 64, NEW BED

Close your book and tell what happened in the story.

Write YES or NO.

1. _____  Parvin lives in a small town.
2. _____  Parvin’s mother is coming for a visit next week.
3. _____  Parvin doesn’t have a sofa.
4. _____  The sofa is a good place for Parvin’s mother.
5. _____  Parvin goes to one store.
6. _____  The new bed costs $500.
7. _____  Parvin also buys a new pillow, sheets, a blanket, and a bedspread.
8. _____  Parvin’s mother arrives on Saturday.
9. _____  Parvin’s mother wants to sleep on the new bed.

Use the words in the box on top of page 66. Put each word in the right category.

ring - sing mop - top hat - bat rug - rat foot - feet feet - meat

net - nut pup - put small - ball sit - hit sat - sit stay - pay

boat - coat hand - hard fan - can hand - sand house - mouse run - sun

by - buy dear - deer one - won ate - eight no - know be - bee blew - blue

flour - flower to - two hour - our right - write aunt - ant not - knot here - hear

Family Members Things for a Bed Furniture



Match the opposites:

Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks in the story below.

Ruth lives in a ______________ town. Her brother, Tom lives in a big city. Next week Tom is 

coming for a _______________. Ruth has a problem. She doesn’t have a sofa. Ruth lives in a 
small _________________. She doesn’t have a lot of furniture. She has a bed, a table, a desk, 

and an old chair. She thinks Tom needs a nice place to sit. Ruth goes to a furniture ________. 
She sees large sofas and _____________ sofas, expensive sofas and ______________ sofas. 

Finally Ruth ____________ a very good sofa. It costs $800. She buys it and spends another 
$25 on a new ________________. Ruth thinks, “This will be very good for my __________.” 

Tom ______________ on Friday. Ruth says, “Tom, you look tired. Do you want to sit on the new 
sofa?” “No, thank you,” says Tom. “My legs hurt from sitting on the bus all day. I want to stand.”

Write the amount of money you hear. Teachers use page 96. Read the money sentences 

only.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Answer these questions orally.
1. Describe your house or apartment.

1. tired a. large

2. old b. day

3. small c. good

4. hard d. new

5. night e. get up

6. bad f. rested

7. lie down g. a little

8. a lot h. soft

apartment brother long small visit

arrives finds pillow store cheap



2. Talk about your family. Who do you live with?  Do you have children?  Do you have brothers 

and sisters?  Are you married?
3. Does your family visit often? Do they spend the night? Where do they sleep?

4. Describe the furniture in your living room. (Use OPD page 56 if you need help with 
vocabulary.)

5. Look at the bathroom on OPD pg 57. How is your bathroom different?


